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Roundtables

EA Roundtables provide an informal setting for groups of peers to come together and discuss areas of
mutual interest, i.e., practices of other firms, legislation or regulations. Questions and discussion are
welcome at anytime during the meeting. Topics to be discussed at each meeting are selected by the
group. Facilitated by the Association staff, the interchange may use an invited “expert” or may rely on
participant resources.

Participants will be human resources professionals
with a broad base of responsibility in various areas of
human resources. Some topics discussed last year:
Current trends for HR; FLSA; performance reviews;
time off benefits and proposals; handbooks; internships; recruiting; workers compensation; health insurance; boosting morale; hiring minors; retention;
payroll issues; immigration; background checks;
recordkeeping; key performance indicators; coaching
and performance management; and more.
Meets the first Thursday of each month.
Participants will be safety directors/managers and
committee members whose responsibilities require
them to keep abreast of compliance regulations
and risk management. Some topics discussed last
year: Current trends in safety; Q&A with MIOSHA
CET; PPE analysis and training; fire safety; fall rescue; visitor/contractor/temporaries training; ergonomics; emergency response; metrics; audits.

Meets the second Thursday of each month.

Participants will be supervisors in varying fields.
Some topics discussed last year: meeting facilitation; orientation; policies; safety restrictions; quality; suggestion systems; time management; delegating; dealing with conflict; performance reviews
and coaching; and more.

Meets the second Thursday of each month.

Participants will be those responsible for tracking
and administering payroll functions. Topics may
include compliance issues; HRIS systems and records management; streamlining processes; overtime rules; reporting issues; best practices.
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Meets the third Friday; alternating November,
January, March and May.

Participants will be managers and coordinators
responsible for any aspect of coordinating company training. Some topics discussed last year:
current trends in delivery and content; onboarding, training matrices, orientation, safety training,
and leadership training.

Meets the first Friday; alternating October,
December, February and April.

Participants will be quality managers/engineers
who have the responsibility of developing and
maintaining a quality system to satisfy customer
requirements, company standards and/or TS-IATF
-ISO. Topics may include: new IATF-ISO changes;
auditing; documentation; corrective action; FMEA,
risk mitigation; monitoring; training and communication; managing interns; and more.

Meets the first Friday; alternating November,
January, March and May.

Participants will be new and/or support HR professionals. Topics may include compliance issues;
continuing education and resources; HRIS systems and records management; recruiting/
interviewing; retention; FLSA overtime rules; orientation; training coordination; benefits administration and workers compensation.

Meets the second Friday; alternating October,
December, February and April.

Participants will be directors/managers and administrators
who have employee benefit responsibilities. Some topics
discussed last year: ACA compliance; selling benefits; 401K;
FMLA; attendance policies; part-time benefits; Health Insurance Survey; employee communication.

Meets the second Friday; alternating November, January,
March and May.

Participants will be managers, coordinators and team members
who are responsible for organizations’ wellness; including evaluating needs, developing programs and events, etc. Topics for discussion may include: tobacco cessation programs; pandemic planning;
employee programs; incentives and communication

Meets the third Friday; alternating October, December,
February and April.
* This roundtable will be hosted at different member
companies each month.

EA
HR, Supervisors and Safety Roundtables
$150 for the first participant,
$120 each for additional participants from
an organization.
Wellness, Training, Benefits, Quality, Payroll
and HR Assistant Roundtables
$75 for the first participant
$60 each for additional participants from
an organization.

-

HR, Supervisors and Safety Roundtables
$250 for the first participant
$200 each for additional participants from
an organization.
Wellness, Training, Benefits, Quality, Payroll
and HR Assistant Roundtables
$125 for the first participant
$100 each for additional participants from
an organization.

This roundtable is intended for Executive Directors, Administrators, and HR
Managers in Nonprofit organizations. Topics include: board managements and
engagement; volunteers, fundraising, HR and employee practices, safety and
risk, staff development; and more!

Meets the fourth Thursday of each month.
* This roundtable will be hosted at different member companies each month.
Cost for Non-Profit Roundtable:
$75 for up to two per company
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Why are you doing perfo
rmance reviews?
How do they tie to the
business strategy?
HR’s role
What should we measure/
evaluate?

DATE: 4/24/18
To be Announced

TBA
DATE: 5/22/18
To be announce
d.

TIME: 8:30-10:30 AM
EA MEMBERS: $25
NON-MEMBERS: $45
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Rob Dubault from Warner Norcross & Judd will discuss:


FMLA employer coverage and employee eligibility



Family and serious health condition leave under the FMLA



Employee and employer rights and obligations under the FMLA



Understanding the notice and certification process under the
FMLA
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What you can and cannot do when an employee needs intermittent or reduced-schedule leave
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MIOSHA—TOP 25
DATE: 2/14/18
Deb Gorkisch, with MI
OSHA CET, will prov
ide an update on MIOSHA an
d many of the top
25 most serious MIOSHA violation
s.

TIME: 11:45—1:00 PM
EA MEMBERS: $15
NON-MEMBERS: $35
LUNCH INCLUDED
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Individual Contributor
Workforce Development . . . building interpersonal
capabilities for better business results
“Our employees are our most valuable asset.” Your organization probably says this – and might even feature it on
posters throughout your facility. And you probably demonstrate that belief by investing in the development of your
employees – especially their technical skills.
But what about the all-important interpersonal skills? Those make-or-break abilities that affect everyday interactions
and either move initiatives forward or stall progress. The most successful organizations know that the value created
for customers lies in the talents, knowledge, skills, and potential of its employees. And they are always developing
that talent.
Targeted for individual contributors and project leaders, EA has new options for developing key interpersonal skills
that will help your employees grow and increase their effectiveness, including:




Communicating with Impact
Navigating Beyond Conflict
Working as a High Performing Team

Communicating with Impact
Date: 3/26/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm

Prerequisite Course
Communication is the currency of relationships. And every relationship depends on how well employees interact
with each other, with leaders, and with customers. Good interactions produce good results. Poor interactions compromise results – or worse. Can any organization afford to sacrifice results these days?
Communicating with Impact equips employees with the fundamental and foundational skills that help them relate
more effectively with colleagues and other stakeholders. During this half-day workshop, participants will learn:
 a set of interaction skills
 a tool for conducting more successful discussions, and
 techniques for providing specific, meaningful, feedback that helps people improve their performance and increase productivity
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Development
Navigating Beyond Conflict
Date: 4/30/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm

Prerequisite: Communicating with Impact
Conflict is a good thing – sometimes. The differences people represent in the workplace can promote
creativity and innovation or contribute to misunderstandings that can lead to discord and dispute. Making
good choices when faced with conflict can direct situations away from damage toward the discovery of new ideas
and better solutions. But most of us, caught up in negative emotions, don’t know how to reverse the dark side of conflict.
During this half-day workshop, participants will learn about the different types of conflict, including the type that promotes discovery and learning. They will also learn how to recognize the signs of unhealthy conflict and take action to
prevent and even work out issues before irreparable damage is done.
Building on the interaction skills and techniques gained in Communicating with Impact, participants will learn how to:
 Prevent conflict by promoting a culture of trust, mutual respect, and collaboration
 Mitigate the negative impact of conflict
 Reduce the cost of conflict to themselves and their organization
 Remove roadblocks and proactively take action when the warning signs of conflict appear
 Plan and conduct conflict resolution discussions

Working as a High Performing Team
Date: 5/21/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm

Prerequisite: Communicating with Impact
Leaders who want to unleash creative thinking and problem solving and put it to work against today’s complex problems understand the value of teams – work teams, special project teams and cross-functional teams. But effective
teamwork doesn’t happen just because a bunch of skilled and talented people are assembled and given a goal.
Team performance is affected not only by individual performance but also by team dynamics — how team members
relate to each other and work together. In fact, it’s easy to misdiagnose the causes of under-performing teams by looking only at individual team members.
This half-day workshop highlights the five Team Success Factors that are essential for maximizing team performance.
During this workshop, participants will learn how to:
 Accurately diagnose problems that negatively impact team performance
 Focus their team’s efforts on high-priority actions that directly support the organization’s goals and strategies
 Enhance the effectiveness of their team by addressing conditions that prevent it from achieving higher levels of performance
 Foster an environment of collaboration and shared responsibility (with virtual team members, as well), to achieve
team goals

Pricing
EA Member: $175 + $70 materials
Non-Member: $195 + $70 materials
Register for all 3 Classes
EA Member: $715 includes materials
Non-Member: $775 includes materials
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DDI
Regular
10
Leaders-Core

Competencies

Are you grappling with any of these issues?


It’s harder and harder to attract new employees – and keep them, regardless of where they fall on the
organization chart.



Baby Boomers and younger generation are all colliding in the workplace, each bringing different life
experiences and challenges on how to lead them.



Performance management, one of our trusted processes, isn’t working as well as hoped and it’s foundation is
starting to crumble.



Trust – in organizations and leaders – is at an all-time low.



Employee engagement continues to be a problem without an easy solution.



It isn’t business as usual as mergers and acquisitions shape and reshape our companies and many of our
organizations are not local anymore; we’re opening plants overseas, we’re expected to successfully navigate
cross-cultural expectations.

Have leaders ever had so much change to absorb and so much to do to meet today’s and tomorrow’s demands?
All leaders – from manufacturing team leaders, supervisors and managers – share the need for a set of fundamental skills that will increase their effectiveness as they work to accomplish more through the contributions of
others.
EA is offering a series of classes to ensure leaders at every level have the foundational skills to lead your
organization.

Communicating for Leadership Success
Prerequisite Course
Date: 9/19/17 & 1/16/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm
Today’s leaders are expected to do more with less, engage people with various levels of work experience, and
connect with employees from multiple generations.
To get results through others, leaders need strong interpersonal skills that will help them through a variety
of challenges and opportunities. Communicating effectively and consistently is the fundamental skill leaders
need to master to increase their effectiveness in any
situation.
This workshop introduces:
 The Interaction Skills, a straightforward tool for thinking about how to communicate under a variety of
situations.
 The 5 Key Principles, which help leaders de-code the
variety of personalities in the workplace to maintain
effectiveness under any circumstance.
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Building and Sustaining Trust
Date: 10/17/17 & 2/20/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm
Prerequisite: Communicating for Leadership Success
What does trust have to do with business success?
Everything. Employee engagement, retention productivity, and innovation are directly tied to how much
your employees trust their leaders. Trust drives results.
Leaders who demonstrate trust and trustworthiness
inspire higher levels of performance and organizational commitment. And they serve as role models for
leaders at other levels, strengthening the entire leadership team for the organization.
This workshop introduces Trust Builders, actions leaders can take to build and sustain trusting relationships,
as well as common Trust Breakers that can quickly
erode and break trust.

Setting Goals and Reviewing Results

Coaching for Peak Performance

Date: 10/30/17 & 3/20/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm
Prerequisite: Communicating for Leadership Success

Date: 12/4/17 & 5/15/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm
Prerequisite: Communicating for Leadership Success

There’s a seismic shift underway in your work place:
 Leaders need to meet the expectations of younger employees who want clear direction and regular, frequent
feedback, and
 The time-honored process of performance management
is under the microscope as HR wrestles with the enormous amount of time it takes to administer the process,
handle complaints from both leaders and employees,
and question the value of the process and tools.

Leaders’ ability to engage Millennials begins and ends with
coaching. For this younger generation that’s looking for
meaningful work and the opportunity to develop, leaders
who coach for performance and improvement can create
high-performing employees that get results – and are more
likely to stay with their organizations.

Whether you’re thinking about changing your performance
management process or not, leaders will continue to play
the most important role in setting goals and objectives with
employees and engaging them in the evaluation process.
This workshop helps leaders engage employees in the performance cycle and take ownership of results. Leaders will
learn how to set SMART objectives to help them and their
employees track progress and fairly evaluate results.

Delegating with Purpose
Date: 11/21/17 & 4/17/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm
Prerequisite: Communicating for Leadership Success
Leaders who believe it’s their job to get results through the
work of others have a secret weapon that they might not
even know about. Delegation!
Delegation is more than making assignments. It’s a way to
gain commitment of employees, develop their skills, enhance their capabilities and make meaningful contributions
to their teams and companies.

But it’s not just the Millennials who need coaching and
feedback – all employees at all stages in their careers benefit from timely coaching that supports them through challenging assignments or simply helps them stay on track and
improve their performance.
During this workshop, participants will learn three coaching
techniques as well as how to handle both proactive and reactive coaching discussions.

Resolving Workplace Conflict
Date: 12/19/17 & 6/19/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm
Prerequisite: Communicating for Leadership Success
Leaders can do all the right things – build trust, communicate clearly and with impact, set clear goals and provide
feedback, coach, and delegate – and they can still be faced
with conflict. It’s a by-product of the fast pace in our organizations – and the need to increase productivity, improve
quality, shorten cycle time, and reduce costs.

But here’s the thing – not all conflict is bad. Some healthy
conflict can lead to new ideas and innovation. But if conflict
gets out of hand, it can damage working relationships and
But delegation comes with some risk – how do leaders know have a negative impact on a leader’s ability to get results.
once they’ve delegated that it will get done the way they
expect?
During this workshop, leaders will learn how to recognize
the signs of escalating conflict and take appropriate action
During this workshop, leaders will learn to identify the tasks to minimize damage. They will learn two resolution tactics
they need to delegate, select the most appropriate individu- as they practice resolving a conflict.
als, assess capabilities and commitment, and plan the delegation discussion. This discussion includes how much deciEA Member: $195 +$80 for materials
sion-making authority to delegate, amount of support needNon-Member: $250 +$80 for materials
ed, and the way to monitor progress and results.

Register for all 6 Classes
EA Member: $1530 includes materials
Non-Member: $1890 includes materials
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Excellence in Leadership
“Leaders are made, not born, and are created as much by themselves
as by the demands of their times. . . . Leaders love to learn.” Warren
Bennis, Learning to Lead

Senior leaders make it happen each and every day. They envision the future and turn goals and strategies into reality to drive business results.
And while they’re doing that (and honing skills on the job), they’re probably not thinking about how they can prepare for the future by intentionally developing new skills. But maybe they should. There’s no such thing as having
“arrived” for any leader—at any level. They face relentless change driven by advances in technology, multiple generations in the work place, and globalization, to name a few.
It may be time to push the pause button because “what got them there won’t keep them there.”
To this end, EA is offering new options for mid-management to senior level leaders – to meet today’s demands and
prepare for the future, including:

Building and Sustaining Trust
 Strategies for Influencing Others
 Coaching for Peak Performance
 Boosting Business Results


Communication for Leadership Success is a prerequisite class for all of the Excellence in
Leadership classes. Communication for Leadership Success is offered:
 September 19, 2017 1:00-5:00 pm
 January 16, 2018
See page 11 for full description

1:00-5:00 pm

Discounted price is included when
registering for all 5 of the
Excellence in Leadership Classes

Building and Sustaining Trust
Date: 2/12/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm
Prerequisite: Communicating for Leadership Success
What does trust have to do with business success? Everything. Employee engagement, retention, productivity and innovation are directly tied to how much your employees trust their leaders. Trust drives results.
Leaders who demonstrate trust and trustworthiness inspire higher levels of performance and organizational commitment. And they serve as role models for leaders at other levels, strengthening the entire leadership team for the organization.
This workshop introduces Trust Builders, actions leaders can take to build and sustain trusting relationships, as well as
common Trust Breakers that can quickly erode and break trust.
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Strategies for Influencing Others
Date: 3/12/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm
Prerequisite: Communicating for Leadership Success
It’s a new day for leaders who’ve relied on the command
and control approach to managing and leading. Command and control may have been effective when the
belief was that workers needed to be told what to do
and leaders needed to do the telling.
But in our modern times, leaders need the ability to influence to gain commitment from others in the organization. The best way to gain commitment is to have an influencing strategy for each stakeholder.
During this half-day workshop participants learn:
 Strategies for capturing people’s attention, transforming their perspectives, and gaining their commitment to taking action.
 How to leverage their personal power to gain others’ commitment to take action on promising ideas
and alternatives that achieve business results.
 How to implement new ideas, improvements, and
alternatives that will have the greatest impact on
organizational objectives.

Boosting Business Results
Date: 5/14/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm
Prerequisite: Communicating for Leadership Success
Every employee on your team has the potential to
contribute to your organization’s results. Leadership
skills maximize that contribution – but only if leaders
apply the right skills with the right people for the right
reasons at the right time.
The most effective leaders blend multiple skillsets to
tackle business problems—such as technical, financial,
and problem-solving skills. This workshop helps leaders also focus on the strategic application of people
skills with a proactive, strategic process they can apply
so that business objectives are realized.
During this half-day workshop, participants will learn
how to:
 Maximize the performance of their employees
through focused interactions
 Develop an action plan for working with others to
achieve business results

Coaching for Peak Performance
Date: 4/16/18
Time: 1:00-5:00 pm
Prerequisite: Communicating for Leadership Success
Leaders’ ability to engage Millennials begins and ends
with coaching. For this younger generation that’s looking for meaningful work and the opportunity to develop, leaders who coach for performance and improvement can create high-performing employees that get
results – and are more likely to stay with their organizations.

Pricing
EA Member: $275 + $80 materials
Non-Member: $300 + $80 materials
Register for all 5 Classes (includes Communicating for
Leadership Success)
EA Member: $1600 includes materials & discounted CLS
Non-Member: $1750 includes materials & discounted CLS

But it’s not just the Millennials who need coaching and
feedback – all employees at all stages in their careers
benefit from timely coaching that supports them
through challenging assignments or simply helps them
stay on track and improve their performance.
During this workshop, participants will learn three
coaching techniques as well as how to handle both proactive and reactive coaching discussions.
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ively manage it
 Leader’s ro
le in employee
motivation


Date: Superviso
ry Skills 101 10
/3/17 or 4/25/1
Time: 8:30 A.M
8
.—1:00 P.M.
Investment incl
udes materials
:
EA Members: Se
ries $275/pp $1
45 Per Session
Non-Members:
Series $325/pp
$200 Per Sessio
n
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Supervisory S
kills 102

*Prerequisite: S

uperviso

ry Skills 101
 Creating
a culture of acco
untability
 The formul
a for a culture
of accountabili
 Learn how
ty
to delegate effe
ctively
 Learn tips
on
how to manag

e conflict

Date: Superviso
ry Skills 102 10
/31/17 or 5/2/
Time: 8:30 A.M
18
.—12:00 P.M.

Job Skills
Train Employees
to Perform Their
If every employee
Work Consisten
performs an oper
ation exactly the
every time.
tly

What makes Trai
same way, the re
ning Within Indu
sults should be
methods? TWI us
the same
st
ry
(TWI) different th
es one way to do
an
ot
her on-the-job tr
the work (Job In
rectly and consis
aining
structions) and tr
tently. TWI addr
ains people to do
esses that adult
details. Join us fo
th
e job corlearners’ “needr this workshop
to-know” the reas
to learn how to
on
can add value th
s
be
hind the
w
rite Job Instructio
rough their wor
ns and train adul
k. Participants sh
business to writ
ts so they
ould select three
e and/or train fo
work operations
r Job Instructions
w
ith
in their
.
Date: 11/30/17
Time: 8:30 am—
4:00 pm
EA Member: $250
Non-Member: $3
25

DiSC

®

r behavior have on
? What impact does ou
do
we
at
wh
do
we
do
derstandWhy
ers affect us? Why is un
oth
of
r
vio
ha
be
the
es
others? How do
s session, partictivity and success? In thi
uc
od
pr
r
ou
to
al
tic
cri
ing it all so
les – theirs and othunderstand behavior sty
d
an
fy
nti
ide
to
rn
lea
ipants
®
DiSC Profile.
er’s – by completing the
st
prepare to explore the mo
nts
ipa
rtic
pa
s,
file
pro
n
By analyzing their ow
of identified
d communicate in light
an
ers
oth
to
ate
rel
to
effective ways
for anyone who
on is particularly useful
ati
orm
inf
is
Th
.
les
sty
r
behavio
rk effectively in a team,
variety of customers, wo
a
th
wi
ct
era
int
to
s
ed
ne
and colleagues.
or motivate employees
®

Profile

SC
 How to use the Di
rstanding behavior
 Defining and unde
styles
ely with other behavioral
tivity
 Interacting effectiv
er and increasing produc
eth
tog
ng
rki
wo
for
s
gie
 Successful strate
havior styles
tivate using different be
 Effective ways to mo
ent methods based
unication by using differ
mm
co
en
gth
en
str
to
w
 Ho
on differing behavioral

styles

Date: 12/5/17 or 5/30/18
Time: 8:30-11:30 am
5 for profile
EA Member: $150 + $59.2
.25 for profile
Non-Member: $195 +$59
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Job Skills
Develop Better Job Methods

delivering the results
When your work processes aren’t
ry (TWI) is a fundamenyou need, Training Within Indust
work process tools in
tal starting point. There are two
way to do the work
TWI. Job Instructions specifies one
ingly. Job Methods imand how to train people accord
ults are needed. In this
proves the work when better res
improving a work proworkshop, participants practice
l. Each step in the work
cess using the Job Methods too
tes that can be eliminatprocess is scrutinized to find was
oved from processes
ed. The most common wastes rem
waiting, duplicate steps
include: any time the product is
rs or defects), and using
(often caused by reworking erro
ticipants should select
more materials than necessary. Par
ir business to improve
three work processes within the
pletion of this workwith TWI: Job Methods upon com
shop.
Date: 1/30/18
Time: 8:30 am—4:00 pm
EA Member: $250
Non-Member: $300

Engaging in Crucial/
Difficult Conversations

One of the most difficult things about working with
others is the occasion when you have to have a tricky
conversation with someone you work with. Whether it's
having to give feedback to a co-worker or employee,
handle a disagreement, or deal with difficult ‘types’ in
the office, being able to use the right words, tone and
body language can turn the conversation into a successful interaction. This workshop is geared to help
build your understanding and skills in the area of communication.
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Understand the root of the problem
Understand your intent in the interaction
Get to the bottom of assumptions
Understand how different behavior styles can make
conversations difficult
Learn tools on how to handle some difficult ‘types’
in the office
Learn how to be more confident and successful in
all of your communications

Date: 2/6/18
Time: 8:30 am-10:30 am
EA Member: $125
Non-Member: $175

Wellbeing Survival Skills
not, but we can
we have enough? Perhaps
Time…. will we ever feel like
This 90 minute inthe time that we do have.
definitely make the most of
d how they spend
ipants to better understan
teractive class helps partic
at work. Topics
vely manage their schedule
their time and how to effecti
izing, effective
stination, prioritizing, organ
discussed will include: procra
nts with helpful
This class will leave participa
meetings, and much more.
goal being that the
to the workplace. The end
tips and tools to take back
y is maximized.
s stressful, and productivit
day is more focused and les

Dates: 11/13/17
Time: 2:30-4:00 pm
EA Member: $45
Non-Member: $65

Dealing with diversity in the workplace means understanding and relating effectively with people
who are different than you. The ability for a diverse
group of people to build strength and unity through
their diversity is the power that propels organizations into new dimensions of performance. This 90
minute interactive class provides education on the
distinctions between generations with a focus on
how to appreciate and encourage one another’s
strengths. We will work towards developing an appreciation and awareness of our own culture/
worldview and also understand how to look at situations from another’s perspective. This class takes a
meaningful and light-hearted look at increasing interpersonal effectiveness and teamwork through
better understanding others and ourselves.

Dates: 3/19/18
Time: 2:30-4:00 pm
EA Member: $45
Non-Member: $65

Frustration ca
n be experien
ced and expre
Sometimes it’s
ssed daily.
hard to know
what exactly
those feelings
is driving
, and how to e
ffectively iden
work with the
tify and
issue. This 90
minute intera
provides educa
ctive class
tion on what
frustration an
are, how to b
d anger
e aware of on
e’s own frustra
how to deal w
ti
ons and
ith them, as w
ell as how to
someone else
d
eal with
’s expression
of frustration
These momen
/a
n
ger.
ts can often ca
tch us off guar
this class teac
d, and
hes real-life so
lutions that ca
en back to the
n
be takworkplace for
how to manag
professional w
e in a
ay.

Dates: 1/22/1
8
Time: 2:30-4
:00 pm
EA Member:
$45
Non-Membe
r: $65
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Emotional Intelligence &
The Leadership Challenge
Quality of leadership within a company helps meet the expectations
of investors, customers, and employees, and sets the stage for growth.
The development of effective leaders is perhaps the most important
undertaking of a forward-thinking company. EA is committed to adding exceptional programs and resources like Emotional Intelligence &
The Leadership Challenge for top leadership that will drive exceptional
results in performance, retention and attraction.
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Coming
this
Winter
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MIOSHA
MTI
Courses
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r
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Job Safety Analysis Made Easy
n
o
s
r
e
p
r
e
p
0
Cost: $18
Job Safety Analysis (JSA) has been identified as a key component in an effective Safety and Health Management System. Training will provide attendees with the tools and
Supervisors‘ Role in Safety and Health
knowledge required to prioritize, create, use, and review a
This seminar is designed for both general industry and
JSA program to enhance their overall Safety and Health
construction first line supervision, safety and health comManagement System. In addition, worksite analysis is one of
mittee members, and management personnel. Topics
the five required elements used to judge a companys readicovered include employee safety and health training, acness for inclusion in the prestigious Michigan Voluntary Procident investigation, hazard recognition, and selftection STAR program. The JSA training will help particiinspection techniques. This program gives tips to supervipants justify the need for a hazard identification program to
sion on methods to integrate health and safety into their
their upper management and create buy-in from production
daily duties and responsibilities. Using MIOSHA Genemployees.
eral Industry and Construction standards and required
written programs as a baseline, supervisors are given
Date: 3/15/18
suggestions to improve their safety and health hazard
Time: 8:30 check-in
recognition skills.
Program: 9:00 A.M.– 12:30 P.M.
Date: 2/13/18
Cost: $90
Time: 8:30 check-in
Program: 9:00 A.M.– 4:00 P.M.
Cost: $120 per person includes lunch
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Sound Safety Practices
Required Written Programs

Accident Investigations

Date: 10/26/17
MIOSHA regulations often require the employer have
written programs. Failure to have written programs is often the subject of citations. This seminar will help the employer:
 Identify which MIOSHA regulations apply to their
work site
 Identify which MIOSHA regulations require the
employer to have written program
 Determine what qualifies as a written program
and how to document it
 How to develop written programs to satisfy the
regulatory requirement's

Date: 4/26/18
MIOSHA has two separate standards that require employers to
provide written plans, training and drills for their employees in the
event of an emergency or fire at a facility. This seminar will help the
employer:
 Identify the MIOSHA regulations that apply to their facility(s)
 Identify the requirements found in both plans
 Identify the training and drill requirements for employees
 Determine the minimum requirements for documentation
 Ways to involve employees; i.e. teams, policy review, auditors, etc.

Required Training
Date: 1/25/18
MIOSHA regulations often require the employer provide
training for their employees. Many citations are written
that imply the employee was not adequately trained for
work being performed. This seminar will help the employer:
 Identify the MIOSHA regulations that apply to
their work site
 Identify the MIOSHA regulations that require
training
 Determine what constitutes adequate training
 Determine how best to document the training

Time: 8:00-10:00 am
EA Members:
$95 each session
$255 for all 3
Non-Members:
$125 each session
$300 for all 3

Train the Trainer-Forklift
This is a 3-hour public, general session for multiple companies that will go through the critical elements needed
for general driving instruction; along with information and a checklist on how to create the site specific and observation training.
Additional Site Specific Training:
Date: 9/18/17 or 3/5/18
The trainer will come to your location for a 2-hour session.
Time: 1:00-4:00 pm
Cost: Additional cost is $225
EA Member: $80 person
There is a discounted option to have the training
Non-Member: $125.00
customized onsite for just your company.
Min of 8 people Max of 15
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Webinars
We offer expert, convenient, and timely information on today’s hottest HR and business topics. You and your
colleagues can view e-learnings/webinars from your office for one low access fee. Unless otherwise noted, each
e-learning/webinar is $95 for members/$125 for nonmembers.
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General HR
Professional Development
Harassment and Discrimination Prevention





Does Telework Produce Results?
How Customer Complaints Can Be Good For Your Business
Millennials: Are They Really a Different Species?









Communicating the Value of Benefits
Compensating Hot Jobs: Today and Tomorrow
Dependent Eligibility Audits - Worth the Investment
FLSA's New Overtime Rules: What You Need to Know...And Do
How Incentive Plans Can Drive and Support Your Strategic Initiatives
Mandatory Paid Sick Leave Policy for Organizations with Employees in Minneapolis
The Price is Right: Determining Competitive Pay with Market Pricing







ACA Hot Topics
Creating an Effective Safety Committee
From the ADA to Young v. UPS: What Employers Need to Know About Accommodating Disabilities
How to Complete an I-9 Form
Your Holiday Party...Naughty or Nice? Using Investigations to Handle Complaints












High Impact Strategies for the HR Professional
Onboarding: The Answer to Retention Woes
Stay Interviews to Retain Top Talent
Survey Says...Tips for Increasing Employee Engagement
Talent Management: Integrating Competencies for Better Performance
The Five Most Important Reasons To Be An Emotionally Intelligent Leader
Think Like a CEO: HR as a Business Partner
Three Low-Cost Strategies for Employee Engagement
Time Saving Tools for Busy HR Professionals
When Star Employees Stop Performing





Deceptive Techniques Used by Candidates During the Background Check Process
Interviewing for Transferrable Skills
Proactive. Holistic. Define and Execute Your Talent Management Strategy in 2016

Online Safety Training
Reduce the complexity and cost of delivering effective safety training. Improve the quality of our employees’ lives, both at work and at home, through improved safety knowledge.











65+ course library (can be customized)
No software to download
No quickly outdated books or expensive videos to buy
Professional and relevant –deliver a consistent message to all employees
Most courses offered in both English and Spanish
Unlimited access 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
15 to 25 minute courses followed by a true/false and multiple-choice test questions
All testing is documented on an outside server and is easily retrieved
Integrated Learning, can load in-house programs to Learning Management System
Truly a turn-key system.

Cost: Discounted member price of $35 a year per employee for unlimited access to our course library
and the supporting Learning Management System for a year. Non-members pay $45.
Ask for a Demo @ jenniekoch@eawm.net


























15-Passenger Van Safety
Accident Investigation
Aerial Lift Safety*
Arc Flash Safety
Back Safety*
Basic First Aid Part 1 & Part 2
Battery and Charger Safety*
Behavior-Based Safety
Biosafety Laboratory Awareness
Bloodborne Pathogen Awareness*
Compressed Gas Cylinder Safety*
Confined Space Entry*
Contractor Safety*
Cut and Puncture Prevention *
Electrical Safety
Emergency Planning*
Excavation Trenching Safety
Fall Protection and Personal Fall
Arrest Systems
Field Safety
Fire Extinguisher Safety*
Hand and Power Tool Safety*
Hazard Communication
Part 1 & Part 2*
Hearing Conservation*
Heat-related Illness Awareness*


























Hot Work Safety*
Hydrogen Sulfide Awareness
Industrial Fire Prevention
Laboratory Safety*
Ladder Safety
Lockout/Tagout*
Machine Guarding*
Material Handling Safety*
Medical PPE
Occupational Ergonomics*
Office Ergonomics*
Overhead Crane Safety*
Personal Protective Equipment*
Powered Industrial Trucks
Part 1 & Part 2*
Respiratory Proctection*
Safe Driving
Safe Stacking and Storing
Scaffold Safety Awareness*
Slips, Trips and Falls*
Walking-Working Surfaces
Part 1 & Part 2
Asbestos Awareness*
DOT Drivers and Carriers
DOT HazMat Awareness






















DOT Offerers and Shippers
Part 1 & Part 2
Lead in the Workplace
Radiation Safety
RCRA Hazardous Waste Awareness
Severe Weather Awareness*
Spill Response Awareness
Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Access to Employee Exposure and
Medical Records*
Active Shooter Awareness
Commitment to Safety*
Diversity in the Workplace*
Ethics in the Workplace
HIPAA Awareness
Leadership in Safety*
OSHA Recordkeeping
Respect in the Workplace
Safety and Substance Abuse
Sexual Harassment Awareness*
Travel Safety
Violence in the Workplace

* Courses Available in Spanish
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First Aid
CPR/AED and
Bloodborne
To help member firms meet the requirements of MIOSHA,
the following classes for First Aid and CPR certification
have been scheduled with an experienced occupational
health professional and is a 2 year certification. Bloodborne
Pathogens is a 1 year certification and is included in all
sessions. In house delivery is available for groups of 6 or
more and is the same cost per person as the public classes.
September 22, 2017

March 23, 2018

October 27, 2017*

April 27, 2018

January 24, 2018**

June 22, 2018

February 23, 2018
Time: 8:30-Noon
EA Member: $75
Non-Member: $90
Location: EA Offices
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*October 27, 2017 will be held at
GHSP Grand Haven
1250 South Beechtree
Grand Haven, Michigan 49417

**January 24, 2018 will be held at
GHSP Hart, MI
1500 Industrial Park Drive
Hart, Michigan 49420

Event Registration
Most programs have the fee listed within the outline. Non-members must pay in advance.
Sorry no refunds for registrations not cancelled 48 hours in advance. Substitutes are welcome.

Company Name

Main Contact Name

Phone Number

Email

Participant

Training Event

Date

Participant

Training Event

Date

Participant

Training Event

Date

Participant

Training Event

Date

Participant

Training Event

Date

4 Ways to Register:
1. Online at www.eawm.net

3. Call 231.759.0916

2. Email Jennie at jenniekoch@eawm.net

4. Complete this for and fax to: 231-759-2100

Credit Card
Visa
MasterCard
Discover
American Express

Credit Card Number

Zip Code

Expiration Date

CVC Code
26
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“We process our annual EOS through EA
and have always received great information and were able to add sections
meaningful to us. We will continue to use
EA for future because they make the
process easy, confidential and beneficial
to all.” Ellen Davis

Grad
From Leadership
!”
“Deb is Awesome
-Kathie Grines
“The EA made th
e process of
using assessments
as a development tool easy
. It was a
great way for us
to have
some quantitative
information to use in
crafting
formal developm
ent plans as
well as provided
an avenue
to capture 360 deg
rees of
feedback that ali
gned with
the assessment. “
-Brooke Kieft-And
erson

“I enjoy Mit
zi as a train
er
she is very m
otivating.”
- Cheryl Ferr
is, Moka

Instructor Rick Benham is the best instructor I have ever had for First Aid/CPR, outstanding!
- Justin Bamford, Muskegon Co-op FCU

“Deb is a great prese
n
humor was appreciatter the
ed…”
-Dana Zorn

“Thank you!
ence!
Very nice experi
lpful!”
e
h
y
r
e
v
d
n
a
o
f
Good in
-Angie Palsak

